Did you grow Pepper Gogorez indoors, outside or
both?
Did you grow your plants on in a vegetable patch,
border or container?
Did you add any feed? (please specify)

Did you grow them in full sun, part shade, or full
shade?
Date of first pick?
Date of last pick?
What are your comments on the flavour?

What are your comments on the texture?

Would you grow this variety again?
Do you have any further comments you’d like to tell
us?

Keep up to date with our sweet pepper Gogorez F1 trials by following our
Twitter and Facebook pages.

customer Trial for 2018

Pepper Gogorez
Jumbo sized beefsteak shaped peppers

 Strong, healthy, disease
resistant plants
 Super sweet taste, perfect for
slicing in salads, stuffing or roasting
 Weighs up to 300g
Our exciting new variety reliably grows huge crops of
jumbo-sized beefsteak tomato-shaped fruits. Each fruit
weighs in at over 200g with some of our trial plants hitting
close to 300g.
Pepper Gogorez will not disappoint – it is a strong, disease
resistant plant with a superb root system and will produce
huge crops of large fruits ready for you to enjoy.
This variety is compact with its thick stem and short
internodes, making it perfect for those who are short on
space. It is great for growing in a greenhouse or in a patio
container that sits outdoors in a sunny location.

Gogorez will grow to approximately 1m (3ft) high and, due
to the weight and the amount of the fruit produced, it will
require some support.
The thick, fleshy-walled fruit will ripen from green to red
with a fine, sweet (8-9% brix) flavour. It is perfect for slicing
in salads, stuffing or roasting due to its flavour, due to its
small and compact seed cavity.

Here are our tips on sowing to picking
your prize peppers!
We recommend you sow thinly 2cm (3/4in) deep in clean
trays or individual modules filled with moist, firm compost.
Place in warmth of 16°C (61°F) until transplanting.
We suggest transplanting Gogorez in May-June and place
one plant for every 30cm (12in) pot with some cane
supports for your pepper plants to climb and
fruit abundantly.
Gogorez crops approximately 24 weeks from sowing and
you will be able to start harvesting your peppers from July
through to October. Please adjust the number of weeks
required based on your location.

Exhibit your heaviest fruit and win prizes of
up to £75 by growing your free seed
For further information about joining the National Vegetable
Society and entering your crops of Pepper Gogorez go to:
marshalls-seeds.co.uk/gogoreztrial

Tell us what you think of Pepper Gogorez
We would love to hear your feedback on Pepper Gogorez,
our new trial variety which we are particularly excited about.
Tell us your progress by either sending us your comments
and images or by sharing how you are getting on via
Facebook or Twitter using #gogorez.
Please fill in the following form on growing Gogorez and
send back to us at Marshalls Seeds, Alconbury Hill,
Huntingdon, Cambridgeshire, PE28 4HY.
You can alternatively email the form to:
gogorez@marshalls-seeds.co.uk

Name:
Address:

Email:
Date of 1st sowing:
Did you sow the seeds in trays, modules or pots?

Date of germination:

